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View the 10th CODAawards Top 100 and Vote
in the CODAwards People’s Choice Awards

Jurors have evaluated entries and finalized their scores;
CODAawards People’s Choice voting is open

Madison, WI, 6/20/2022

The top 100 projects of the 10th CODAawards, organized by CODAworx, the hub of the
commissioned art economy, have been selected. From 406 submissions totalling $94 million USD in
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commissions, the highest-scoring projects were chosen. Public voting to decide the 2022
CODAawards People’s Choice winners opens on June 20th, 2022. The two projects that receive the
most online votes in the voting period will win the CODAawards People’s Choice awards. Casting a
vote for a project can be accomplished by clicking the "Vote" button below a project. Voters may vote
for as many projects as they desire, but can only vote once per project. The deadline to vote for the
10th CODAawards People’s Choice awards is June 30th, 11:59 p.m., CT (GMT -5:00).

The 2022 jurors, thought leaders in the design and art worlds, evaluated entries on their recent
placemaking impacts at a location, the levels of cooperation involved in their creation, and on how well
the projects inherently merge art and design concepts. The Collaboration of Design + Art (CODA) is a
fundamental consideration for CODAawards jurors, and the Top 100 are outstanding examples of this
principle.

Winners of the 10th CODAwards are invited to CODAsummit: Art, Technology and Place this October
in Denver, CO, for the CODAawards Celebration Party. Dedicated to the values of the CODAwards,
the party will shine a spotlight on winning collaborations between artists, design professionals, and
other members of the project teams with a high-energy, fun-filled party including cocktails and food, a
short awards program, music, dancing, and mystery guests on Friday, October 14th, the closing
evening of CODAsummit. Tickets to this event are included with CODAsummit registration. In 2023,
the Octagon Museum in Washington, D.C. will also host an exhibit about the 10th CODAawards
winners.

About CODAworx: CODAworx is on a mission to transform every space in the world by making great
commissions happen. Serving as the hub of the commissioned art economy, CODAworx connects all members
of the industry, matching creative talent with creative opportunities, and providing digital tools that streamline the
commission workflow process. The CODAworx network connects artists and creative teams to architects, design
and art professionals, and the universe of companies that provide services and products for commission
projects.

CODAworx is at the center of the global movement of creative activism, supporting and promoting professionals
who are changing the way the world interacts with art through novel applications of materials, technology, and
the usages of space in urban landscapes. The CODAworx website, which launched in December 2014, has
attracted design + art members from 93 countries. To date, over 9,000 projects are featured on CODAworx with
art budgets totaling over $2 billion. Visit www.codaworx.com
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